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Invitation to the award ceremony for the 
CROSSBOW-CUP 2017 

The German Crossbow Federation invites to the solemn ceremony of the winners of the 5th 
GERMAN CROSSBOW-CUP for the year 2016. 

The award ceremony will take place in conjunction with the annual APPLE TOURNAMENT at the 27th of May 
2017 on the archery ground in Zepernick (Panketal), near the north east of Berlin. 

The winners of each category will receive attractive prices because the GERMAN CROSSBOW FEDERATION 
provides gold in the literal sense: 

Winner’s prizes are up to three grams of valuable coins and bars of 999.9 fine gold, the bars offered 
sealed or with hologram, serial numbers and certificates. 

Handed over to the 1st to 3rd placed in the Junior, Senior, Female and Male classes are: 

 4 x 1/10 ounce Australian Lunar Affe 2016, 

 3 x 2 grams gold bar, 

 3 x 1 grams gold bar. 

This year's sponsor for the winning prizes worth over 1,250 Euro is TENPOINT and ARROW IN APPLE. 

The GERMAN CROSSBOW-CUP 2015 in figures: 

 97 sportsmen at 12 locations on 20 tournaments of 12 associations have competed in 2016, 

 apart of these were: 73 Men, 11 Women, 9 Senior males, 1 Senior female, 2 Junior males  and 
1 Junior female, 

 this matches to 264 starters and a maximum of 64 participants at the largest competition, and 

For the ranking of rated sportsmen with membership refer to: 

http://www.armbrust-sportschiessen.de/armbrust-cup%202016.htm 

This year's hosting competition, the APPLE TOURNAMENT is carried out over 60 meters on 60 cm FITA 
outdoor target faces, including a joker shot on an apple on 70 meters which makes things exciting until 
the end because most shooters can win one of several valuable articles with the final shot. 

The price for the highest overall score is a quality crossbow. 

As usual, there is also a program after the tournament, including (live) music, barbecue, or in poor 
weather, a dinner in a nearby restaurant. 

The tournament (without the apple shot) is a rating tournament in the GERMAN CROSSBOW-CUP 2017, and 
the winners over 60 meters become at the same time the regional Brandenburg Crossbow Champions. 

These events in June are an excellent opportunity to meet many of the active leisure and amateur 
crossbow enthusiasts, and compete with them for target shooting. 

Crossbow beginners & interested visitors are welcome. 
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